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Grey House Publishing announces the 2007 Edition of
The Grey House Safety & Security Directory
Grey House Publishing announces the publication of the 2007 Edition of The Grey House
Safety & Security Directory.
This directory supplies all types of safety professionals, including engineers, construction site
and plant managers, with safety and security information necessary for maintaining OSHA
compliance. As the premier source in the industry, The Grey House Safety & Security Directory is
complete with all the important safety regulations and training materials, as well as products and
services.
This new 2007 edition is greatly expanded from the previous edition, containing updated
OSHA regulations, more training articles, additional self-inspection checklists, larger buyers’ guides,
and more company profiles. Our editorial department has logged in hundreds of hours of work to
ensure that this edition will continue the publication’s legacy as a standard industry reference source.
The Grey House Safety & Security Directory is divided into sixteen main chapters, reflecting
OSHA regulations and covering topics such as Consulting, Insurance & Loss Control, Employee
Health Maintenance & Ergonomics, Fire & Rescue, Hazardous Materials Handling, Noise &
Vibration, Protective Equipment & Apparel, and much more. Each chapter begins with the appropriate
OSHA regulations and OSHA-produced guidelines and advice, such as “How to Comply with OSHA’s
Records, Reports and Notices.” Following the regulations is a section containing Training Articles.
We’ve expanded our selection of Training Articles by reprinting popular articles from previous
editions as well as by including several new articles written especially for this 2007 edition. The 70
articles included in this edition are written by industry experts and address important safety issues,
such as: “Safety Training for People with Disabilities,” “Sensor Selection for Hand-Held Portable Gas
Detectors,” “MSDS: A Roadmap for Safe Storage and Handling of Hazardous Materials,” “Emergency
Management: Can Your Company Survive Without It?” and much more.
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The third component of most chapters is a section of Self-Inspection Checklists. We understand
that these checklists are very helpful for workers within the safety and security industry, so we’ve
increased the number included in this edition to 32. Checklists cover topics like “Machine Guard
Safety Interlock Switches,” “Warning & Signaling Devices for Plant and Roadway Work Areas,”
“Supermarket Safety,” “Cadmium Exposure,” and are, like the Training Articles, written by industry
experts.
The final section of each chapter contains Buyers’ Guides for products specified in the OSHA
regulations. The 79 Buyers’ Guides in this edition have been expanded to include hundreds more
companies than were listed in previous editions. Buyers’ Guides are organized by sections and divided
into subsections for specific kinds of products. For example, the listings for Particulate Mass Monitors
are located in the Buyers Guide for Exterior Air Monitoring & Analysis, and are divided into a section
for Beta Attenuation Particulate Mass Monitors and Photometer Particulate Mass Monitors. This clear
organization makes it easy for the user to differentiate between products.
Following the sixteen main sections are several additional components: Company Profiles,
Industry Resources, Glossary, Product Index and Advertiser Index. The Company Profiles section
contains listings for 500 major players in the safety and security industry. Listings include basic
contact information as well as a brief description of the company’s products and activities. Each profile
is also accompanied by a list of the Buyers’ Guides in which the manufacturers products appear. The
Industry Resources section features resources ranging from Professional Associations to Newsletters,
Magazines & Journals, Trade Shows, Directories & Databases, and more. The Glossary contains
definitions for more than 500 commonly-used industry terms, and the Product Index is an alphabetical
list of the products featured in the Buyers’ Guides, making it easy for the user to locate the exact
product needed without searching through each Buyers’ Guide.
Designed for the busy safety and security professional, The Grey House Safety & Security
Directory is a comprehensive reference that provides training and management support as well as indepth information on important OSHA regulations and valuable product listings and manufacturer
information. Whether the user is a plant manager, shift supervisor, training coordinator, safety
compliance officer, human resources professional, loss prevention and control expert, insurance
adjuster or safety consultant, this new and improved 2007 Safety & Security Directory will be an
indispensable desktop reference book.
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